INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in finding out what the modular indecomposable tilting modules ''look like.'' It is sufficient to determine their characters since the modules are, at least in Ž . principle, uniquely determined up to isomorphism by these. The problem has been completely solved for SL , so the next case is, of course, SL . If 2 3 the highest weight is ''too high'' and ''close'' to the wall of the dominant Weyl chamber, the question is still wide open. The main result of this paper is an explicit calculation of the characters of some of these modules, shown in Figs. 1᎐3 . Refer to Section 3 for the precise statement of the main result. If the highest weight of the tilting module is not ''too high'' then the character is the same as for the Ž . quantum tilting modules Section 4.2 , a fact ''known to experts'' and w x interesting in view of Andersen's conjecture And97a, Sect. 3 . Since we do not know any proof, we shall briefly remark how this can be proved for Ž Ž . . SL Proposition 4.1 i . 3 This paper presents a central result of my Ph.D. thesis, and p Ä < We also define the set of restricted weights X s g X ᭙␣ g S : 0
Weyl Modules and Induced Modules
For any g X q let K be the one-dimensional T module where T acts through ; extend this to a B-module by letting the unipotent elements act Ž . G Ž . trivially. We then have the induced module ٌ s ind K and the Weyl Ž . Ž . group. We have ch ⌬ s ch ٌ , so both modules have highest weight w x . These modules satisfy an extremely useful property CPSvdK77, Sect. 3 , namely, This also means that for the purposes of this paper a block is the entire orbit W . for some g X; we shall call this particular block the -block p Ž w x w x . see the discussion in Jan87, II.7.2 ; compare also Don80 .
Translation Functors
For any g X, let pr be the projection onto the -block; that is, if V is For each and belonging to the closure of the same alcove we define a translation functor T
. Given a module V we define that
Ž .
where is the unique weight in C such that
Since the translation functor is composed of exact functors, it is itself an exact functor. We shall mention some other useful properties of the translation functors: Let , X g X q be regular weights belonging to neighboring alcoves such that X g W ., and let be a semi-regular weight on the wall p X Ž w between them. Assuming that ) , we have the following see Jan87,
x. II.7 :
There is a short exact sequence
and a short exact sequence
Following Ringel Rin91 and Donkin Don93 , we now define a partial Ž tilting module as a module which has both a ⌬-filtration also known as a Proof. This follows from the fact that the tensor product of modules with good filtration again has a good filtrationᎏthis was proved for type A w x w x w x in Wan82 and for other types in Don85 and Mat90 . Also, the dual Ž . statement with Weyl filtrations instead of good filtrations is true.
In particular, it follows from the last three propositions and the linkage principle that applying a translation functor to a tilting module yields another tilting module.
THE RESULT
With the notation from the previous section, we are now able to state Ž . Ž . the main result of this paper. We claim that each picture a ᎐ k , displayed in Figs 
METHODOLOGY
In this section we shall present some background material that we shall use to find summands and prove indecomposability of tilting modules.
Weyl Filtrations Re¨isited
w xŽ w Let Q be a module with Weyl filtration. By CPSvdK77 or And97b, x.
, we have
᭚ i ) 0 : Ext i ⌬ , ⌬ / 0 « -. Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .
Ž This implies that we can choose a Weyl filtration of the module Q as in
that the are pairwise distinct, and with the property that
FIG. 3. More indecomposable tilting modules.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the following are true
Quantum Groups and Quantum Tilting Modules
Let U be the complex quantum group corresponding to ᒐ ᒉ with 
ii More generally, let Q be a modular tilting module. Then ch Q is also the character of an U r-quantum tilting module. . sum formula Proposition 4.6 to find summands, and this is the same in 2 w the modular case in the lowest p -alcove as in the quantum case And97b, x 3.6 . As for indecomposability, one assumes that the module is not indecomposable and uses that one knows inductively the tilting modules with Ž . lower highest weight the ''possible'' summands and the tilting modules Ž . Ž arising from Eq. 9 and its similar quantum version these equations agree 2 . for weights in the lowest p -alcove to obtain a contradiction in each case; these considerations are the same in the quantum and the modular case.
So for the purpose of this paper we define a component to be the character of an indecomposable quantum tilting module. Figure 4 shows Ž . the generic types not close to the walls of the dominant chamber of the Ž Ž . nice components where nice means that the highest weight is in p y 1 q Ž .. q X , as defined after Eq. 9 ; there are essentially two types: the Ž star-shaped and the hexagon-shaped reflecting the fact that X y 1 . Ž . ''contains'' two alcoves . They are shown for regular weights on the left Ž . and semi-regular weights right , but we are free to choose whichever suits us best according to the following proposition. FIG. 4 
of the alco¨e containing , then T Q is also indecomposable.
Remark. This is well known, but since we do not know any reference, we give a short proof here. 
Ž .
More generally, if Q is any modular tilting module, then ch Q is also Ž 2 the character of a quantum tilting module with a pth, p th, etc., root of . w x unity . Refer to Section 4.1 of And97b for the details.
Embeddings
We shall later have occasion to deal with embeddings of an arbitrary tilting module into a direct sum of nice ones. The following lemmata can be useful in dealing with such embeddings. 
Proof. The short exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 induces an exact sequence 0 ª soc A ª soc B ª soc C ª иии . Proof. Since soc Q is semisimple, it follows from the assumption in the lemma that the composite map soc Q¨Q¸Q is zero. This means that 2 the restriction of the composite map
to soc Q is injective. If ker / 0, then, by Jan87, I.2.14 2 , ker l Ž . soc Q / 0, which is a contradiction. So must be injective.
Methods for Finding Summands
In this section we present some methods for finding summands of tilting modules. 
Note that this is a free ‫ޚ‬ -module by 1 . Furthermore, for any integer
This gives rise to a descending filtration 0 1
Similarly, we define
Ž . 
The nice thing about this formula is that it is possible, at least in principle, to calculate the right hand side when we know only the character of Q. 
Ž .
where the horizontal arrows are as indicated, the vertical maps are the canonical inclusion and projection, and the dashed maps are obtained by extending the horizontal maps; this can be done because
The extension is not unique but that does not matter. If we follow the Ž . composite dashed map then we have an endomorphism of T which is Ž . Ž . non-zero on T by construction. Since T is indecomposable, the endomorphism in question is an isomorphism. But this is just as good as Ž . saying that the first dashed map is a split injection T ª Q.
Finding summands. PROPOSITION 4.6. Let Q be a G -tilting
Ž .x module and let g X be a weight such that n s Q : ) 0. Suppose
Then the proposition follows from jG 1 Ž . Ž . Lemma 4.5 iii since our assumptions and the sum formula 14 together imply that 
Ž . Ž . By the functoriality of T , if T is a summand of Q, then T is a summand of T Q.

Ž .
For the converse, assume that T is a summand of T Q. The short Ž . exact sequence 4 and the adjointness of the translation functors induce an exact sequence
Ž . By assumption, F Q s 0, and is thus an isomorphism of vector spaces.
s.
We will check that s T ; by construction of , the following diagram is commutative:
Ž .
G K
Here adj is the adjointness isomorphism ; adj: Hom T y , y ª Hom y, T y .
Ž .
we obtain the second equality in 
By our assumption and Lemma 4.5 ii there exist maps : ⌬ ª T Q Ž . and : T Q ª ٌ such that the composition ( is a non-zero Ž . 
Ž . multiplication by a unit . Using Lemma 4.5 ii again we deduce that T is a summand of Q.
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Suppose that we know some tilting module; we can then obtain another Ž . by applying a translation or wall crossing functor to this module. The problem is that the new tilting module is not in general indecomposable, Ž . Ž . so we need to 1 identify summands and 2 prove that the remaining module is indecomposable. If we can do this, then we can proceed by Ž . induction, starting with a simple module Proposition 2.3 . We could thus also find the structure of the tilting modules with highest weight in the 2 Ž . lowest p -alcove i.e., the components .
A few words are in order about how we shall prove indecomposability in general. We shall assume that the given module is decomposable; a Ž summand must necessarily be tilting and hence known inductively by ² k : induction on the highest weight, i.e., on , ␣ if is the highest 0 . weight . In fact, in our cases they all turn out to be nice, and thus known Ž . anyway by 9 . Anyway, since we know the character of the summand, we can subtract it and we then obtain a new module that is supposedly tilting, by Proposition 2. 4 . But then we show that it cannot be a quantum tilting module for U 2 , and hence could not have been a tilting module. Proceedp ing this way for all the potential summands, we obtain a contradiction. This is really rather easy since there are in our cases very few potential summands, and the quantum character is easy to check by hand.
The reader is reminded that in each of the diagrams of Figs. 1᎐3, each Ž . dot corresponds to the highest weight of a Weyl or induced module appearing in the filtration of the tilting module, and a ring with a circle around it means that the Weyl module occurs with multiplicity two; two circles means multiplicity three, etc. However, only filled-in dots corre-Ž . spond to weights of Weyl modules; open dots such as in Fig. 5 merely indicate other weights needed for the explanation.
The first cases, a ᎐ c of Fig. 1 , are really quite simple. What happens is essentially the same thing as in the lowest p 2 -alcove, so we shall not go into details here.
Ž .
A ''Minimal'' Embedding: Case d
We shall now take a look at the first tilting module that contains more Ž . than one component, namely, d of Fig. 1 ; it is displayed again in its Ž . Ž singular form in Fig. 5 a recall that only the filled-in circles correspond Ž . . to Weyl modules, but that ⌬ appears with multiplicity two . This 1 Ž . module is obtained by translating module b of Fig. 5 ; the easiest way to Ž . see that a is indecomposable is to look again at the character as a FIG. 5 . The first tilting module with more than one component. that such an embedding exists for the corresponding modules in the lowest 2 Ž . Ž . . p -alcove; the procedure still works for modules a ᎐ c of Fig. 1 . Applying the translation functor to this embedding yields an embedding of soc Q¨Q, resp., soc Q¨Q, extend uniquely to maps Q ª I, resp. Q ª I, and these extensions must both be injective. Now we wish to factor the former extension through Q; the latter extension gives rise to a short exact sequence
and the former extension then lifts to an injective map Q ª Q if we can show the following:
Note that we know that I has a good filtration, and hence that the Ž w x. quotient IrQ has a good filtration by Don85 , so the claim does make sense.
By a standard property of injective modules, if I is the injective hull of 
Ž . L then we have that
I : ٌ s dim Hom ⌬ , I s ⌬ : L Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . G K s ٌ : L . 1 7 Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .
The First Generic Case: e
The next cases proceed by induction on the highest weight; as the Ž . highest weight increases along the wall, we alternate between the e and Ž .
f patterns. In this section we assume that we have a tilting module of type Ž . Ž . f and we want to show that we can obtain e . In this sense, the Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . translation d § e is a special case of f § e .
Ž . When we translate the module of Fig. 1 f , we obtain the module shown in the rightmost diagram of Fig. 6 . A priori it is embedded in a sum of Ž . Ž T which has a component with highest weight and one with highest . Ž . Ž . weight , T which also has a component with highest weight , Ž . Ž . T , all with multiplicity one, and T ␣ with multiplicity three. In fact, translating the previous Q also yields a summand with highest weight FIG. 6. Finding summands. Ž Ž . except the first step starting with the embedding of d ; in the next step Ž . again T has multiplicity two since the two components appearing . coincide . We can obviously disregard this summand, since there are no Ž . Ž . non-zero homomorphisms from Q into T cf. Lemma 4.4 . Now we Ž . claim that T ␣ is a summand with multiplicity two in Q: if we translate Ž the right module in Fig. 6 once more, we get a component with multiplic-. ity two with highest weight ␥ , and one can easily show that this component is a summand of the translated module by using Proposition 4.6 on Ž .
[2 the weight ␥. By Lemma 4.7, this implies that T ␣ is indeed a summand.
Ž . So we have argued that T ␣ is a summand with multiplicity two and we Ž . obtain an indecomposable tilting module as Fig. 1 e . It has an embedding Ž . Fig. 6. 
Ž .
The Second Generic Case: f
So all we need to do now is to convince ourselves that we can go from Ž . Ž . Ž . tilting modules of type e to modules of type f as in Fig. 1 . Now Ž . suppose we have a tilting module of type e and we translate it so as to Ž . obtain the next module of type f ; then we obtain the module illustrated in the left diagram of Fig. 6 .
Using Proposition 4.6 on , we find that the translated module has a direct summand with highest weight ᎏthis summand also has a component with highest weight , except in the case where and coincide; in this case we have a summand with multiplicity two.
Ž . Ž . So let us say that we have removed T twice, if necessary from the translated module, and let us call the remaining module Q. Now we wish Ž . to argue that T is also a summand of Q.
But to do that we need to keep track of the embedding Q¨Q first Ž . constructed in Section 5.2. After we removed T , also from Q, we have Ž . Ž Q embedded into a sum of T which also has a star-shaped component . Ž . Ž . Ž . with highest weight , T , T , and T each with multiplicity one, Ž . thanks to the fact that we could obtain an embedding where T 2 occurred with multiplicity one in Fig. 5 . Thus the embedding Q¨Q induces an isomorphism Ž . We have now proved that the modules of Fig. 1 e and f are indeed Ž . characters of indecomposable tilting modules. The number of these modules depends on p, of course, but the modules themselves are inde-Ž . pendent of p in the sense that they all have the same structure: in e , as Ž the highest weight moves up along the wall of the dominant chamber up ² k : 2 . to the hyperplane given by q , ␣ s 2 p , the ''half-star'' compo-0 Ž nent moves up with it, of course, and the ''full'' star moves to the left. Of course, as the highest weight moves up along the wall, the indecomposable Ž . Ž . . tilting modules alternate between the e and f pattern.
So the next question is: how much further can we go? This is the subject Ž . Ž . of Fig. 3 . Now the first two modules, g and h , are indecomposable tilting modules by exactly the same approach as before: they are the same as the Ž . Ž . Ž . modules as e and f except that for Fig. 3 h , one component is missing. Their indecomposability is proved similarly. However, when we translate Ž .
Ž . h we get i , and we claim that it is already indecomposable. This is easily checked: a non-trivial proper summand must have highest weight , but this is obviously not possible, since if there were such a summand then the remaining module would not be the character of a U 2 tilting module. p Ž . Ž . Similarly, translating i we obtain j and again, possible summands would have to have highest weights or . Again, removing either of these yields Ž . Ž . a contradiction. Translating j yields k which is again an indecomposable tilting module. Observe that we now have three hexagonal components with highest weights , , and , respectively, and each with multiplicity two.
Ž . So can we go further yet? Well, when we translate k we obtain a module from which we can again identify and remove some summands as Ž . usual, namely, the module 1 in Fig. 7 . However, there is one summand Ž with multiplicity two that we cannot remove with the methods presented . in this paper , namely, the one with highest weight . In Fig. 7 it has been Ž . removed, and, indeed, if it is removed then 1 is also an indecomposable Ž . tilting module. The question is thus whether 1 actually is a tilting module.
FURTHER REMARKS
The results described were the main results of the author's Ph.D. thesis w x Jen98 . The thesis goes on to describe a conjecture concerning the FIG. 7 . The first unknown case.
3 structure of all tilting modules with highest weight with , ␣ F p 0 Ž . actually somewhat higher, but never mind . Nevertheless, more powerful methods seem to be necessary to find the structure of all tilting modules Ž . for SL K . 3 Ž Moreover, the methods described in Section 4 can also be and have . been applied to the rootsystem B case, and the A case. In the cases 2 3 Ž 2 . checked all in the lowest p -alcove , they agree with the indecomposable quantum tilting modules.
